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More than nine in ten American adolescents experiment with sexual behaviors.

By the time they turn age 20, more than three-quarters of American young women and young men have had sexual intercourse.

Every year, one million U.S. teenage women become pregnant, more than half a million have a child, and three million teenage men and women acquire a sexually transmitted disease.

Adolescent sexuality has changed dramatically during the past 40 years. In the 1950s, petting was the most common intimate teenage sexual experience, adolescents reach physical maturity later and married earlier, and teenage intercourse was uncommon except among the oldest and often engaged or married adolescents. Patterns of sexual behavior differ widely among young men and young women, as well as among youth from different backgrounds.

Today’s teenagers reach physical maturity earlier and marry later. There has been a steady increase in the percentage of young people having sexual intercourse, and in the percentage of doing so at younger and younger ages. Almost all teenagers experiment with some type of sexual behavior. Patterns of sexual activity are now fairly similar among young men and women, and young people from different ethnic, socio-economic, and religious groups.

There is public and professional consensus about what is sexually unhealthy for teenagers. Professionals, politicians, and parents across the political spectrum share a deep concern about unplanned adolescent pregnancy; out-of-wedlock childbearing; sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) including AIDS; sexual abuse; date rape; and the potential negative emotional consequences of premature sexual behaviors.

However, there is little public, professional, or political consensus about what is sexually healthy for teenagers. The public debate about adolescent sexuality has often focused on which sexual behaviors are appropriate for adolescents, and ignored the complex dimensions of sexuality.

Some groups support the “just say no” approach to adolescent sexuality. They believe that the only healthy adolescent sexuality is abstinence from all sexual behaviors until marriage, and that adults should work to eliminate teen sexual experimentation.

Another approach could be described as “just say not now.” This philosophy encourages young people to abstain until they are more mature, but given the high rates of teenage sexual involvement intercourse, recommends that it is important to provide young people with access to contraception and condoms whether or not adults approve of their behavior. This approach might also be labeled “if you can’t say no, protect yourself!”

Other adults adopt a “don’t ask, don’t tell” posture, and simply pretend that adolescent sexuality and sexual behavior do not exist.

“The world has changed. The word sex is not a bad word today. It’s talked about very openly. And that is a good thing.”

Mandy, H.S. Senior, WI
In 1994, SIECUS convened the National Commission on Adolescent Sexual Health. The Commission believes there is an urgent need for a new approach to adolescent sexual health. Society has a responsibility to help adolescents understand and accept their evolving sexuality and to help them make responsible sexual choices, now and in their future adult roles. The Commission believes that adults must focus on helping young people avoid unprotected and unwanted sexual behaviors. Individual adults and society in general must help adolescents develop the values, attitudes, maturity, and skills to become sexually healthy adults.

This report summarizes the deliberations, findings, and recommendations of the National Commission on Adolescent Sexual Health. The report is presented as a consensus and is not intended to represent the individual views of Commissioners nor their institutional affiliations.

**Audience:** This report is designed to be a guide for policy makers. Although it may provide insights to health and education practitioners, as well as parents of adolescents, it is written primarily to help national, state, and local policy makers develop sound policies on adolescent sexual health. The Commission believes that public policies on adolescent sexual health should be based on knowledge of adolescent development, accurate data, an established theoretical basis for program effectiveness, ongoing evaluation, and adequate funding and support.

**Assumptions:** The reader should keep in mind several assumptions that underlie this report:

1. **Sexuality is a natural and healthy part of life.** Sexuality encompasses the sexual knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, values, and behaviors of individuals. It deals with the anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry of the sexual response system, as well as with roles, identity, and personality. Sexuality encompasses thoughts, feelings, behaviors, and relationships.

   All human beings are inherently sexual. Infants, children, adolescents, and adults at different stages experience their sexuality in distinct ways. Sexuality evolves during childhood and adolescence, laying the foundation for adult sexual health and intimacy. Adolescent sexual health is defined by a broad range of knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors, and cannot be defined solely on the basis of abstinence or preventive behaviors.

2. **Adolescent sexuality is a highly charged emotional issue for many adults.** All adults are former adolescents, and one’s own personal biography often colors the understanding of this complex issue. Most of the members of the Commission—as well as many of the readers of this report—are parents of preadolescents, adolescents, or young adults. Commission deliberations often started with discussions about what individuals hoped for their own children. Policy makers are urged to understand the context of contemporary adolescents as they read this report.
Adolescents in the United States grow up in a variety of contexts and communities. The Commission struggled to define adolescent sexual health in its broadest context while respecting the difficulty of generalizing to our complex society. Young people who face special physical, mental, emotional, social, cultural, and economic challenges confront a wide range of barriers to sexual health and require priority attention.

“Sexual behavior,” as used in the report, is not synonymous with heterosexual penile-vaginal intercourse. The Commission emphasizes that sexual behavior can include a range of physical acts, such as masturbation; kissing; holding hands; touching; caressing; massage; and oral, vaginal, or anal intercourse. In addition, the Commission recognizes that these behaviors may take place with a partner of the same or other gender. The term “sexual intercourse” is used explicitly in the report to refer to any type of vaginal, oral, or anal intercourse. Unless specified, the discussion in this report includes youth of all sexual orientations.

The available research on healthy adolescent sexuality is extremely limited. Although data are presented in the sections that follow, the Commission recognizes that most of the existing research has focused on adolescent women, particularly those who attend family planning clinics, and on the morbidities associated with adolescent sexual behavior. Most studies have examined heterosexual intercourse and contraceptive practices. Few studies are available on the context of adolescent romantic relationships, noncoital behaviors, and healthy adolescent sexual relationships. Further, research is usually available only on European American and African American adolescents, and information on education or income is often unavailable.

The Commission recognizes the very serious morbidities related to adolescent sexual behavior and their negative impact on adolescents. There are many excellent reports on adolescent pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS. This report concentrates on what is sexually healthy for adolescents, and does not repeat the information the reader can find elsewhere. For a list of recommended reading in this area, see Additional Readings on page 28.

“Most adults think that just because you ask about it, it means you’re going to go out and do it.”

Teen male, 16, D.C.
CONSENSUS STATEMENT ON ADOLESCENT SEXUAL HEALTH

This statement reflects the consensus of the National Commission on Adolescent Sexual Health. Each point is explored in greater depth in the Consensus Statement: Background section of this report. The Consensus Statement has been endorsed by 48 national organizations.

Becoming a sexually healthy adult is a key developmental task of adolescence. Achieving sexual health requires the integration of psychological, physical, societal, cultural, educational, economic and spiritual factors.

Sexual health encompasses sexual development and reproductive health, as well as such characteristics as the ability to develop and maintain meaningful interpersonal relationships; appreciate one’s own body; interact with both genders in respectful and appropriate ways; and express affection, love and intimacy in ways consistent with one’s own values.

Adults can encourage adolescent sexual health by:
- Providing accurate information and education about sexuality;
- Fostering responsible decision-making skills;
- Offering young people support and guidance to explore and affirm their own values; and
- Modeling healthy sexual attitudes and behaviors.

Society can enhance adolescent sexual health if it provides access to comprehensive sexuality education and affordable, sensitive, and confidential reproductive health care services, as well as education and employment opportunities.

Families, schools, community agencies, religious institutions, media, businesses, health care providers, and government at all levels have important roles to play.

Society should encourage adolescents to delay sexual behaviors until they are ready physically, cognitively, and emotionally for mature sexual relationships and their consequences.

This support should include education about:
- Intimacy;
- Sexual limit setting;
- Resisting social, media, peer and partner pressure;
- Benefits of abstinence from intercourse; and
- Pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease prevention.

Society must also recognize that a majority of adolescents will become involved in sexual relationships during their teenage years. Adolescents should receive support and education for developing the skills to evaluate their readiness for mature sexual relationships. Responsible adolescent intimate relationships, like those of adults, should be based on shared personal values and should be:
- Consensual;
- Nonexploitative;
- Honest;
- Pleasurable; and
- Protected against unintended pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases; if any type of intercourse occurs.
| Advocates for Youth | National Abortion Federation |
| AIDS Action Council | National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League |
| American Association of Family and Consumer Services | National Asian Women’s Health Organization |
| American Association on Mental Retardation | National Association of School Psychologists |
| American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors and Therapists | National Center for Health Education |
| American Association of University Women | National Coalition of Advocates for Students |
| American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists | National Council of the Churches of Christ, Commission on Family Ministries and Human Sexuality |
| American Counseling Association | National Education Association Health Information Network |
| American Medical Association | National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association |
| American Orthopsychiatric Association | National Lesbian and Gay Health Association |
| American School Health Association | National Minority AIDS Council |
| American Social Health Association | National Native American AIDS Prevention Center |
| Association for the Advancement of Health Education | Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays |
| Association of Reproductive Health Professionals | Planned Parenthood Federation of America |
| AVSC International | Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice |
| Blacks Educating Blacks about Sexual Health Issues | Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States |
| Catholics for a Free Choice | Society for Adolescent Medicine |
| Child Welfare League of America | Society for the Scientific Study of Sex |
| Education Development Center, Incorporated | The Alan Guttmacher Institute |
| ETR Associates | Unitarian Univeralist Association |
| Federation of Behavioral, Psychological and Cognitive Sciences | United Church Board for Homeland Ministries |
| Girls Incorporated | YWCA of the U.S.A. |
| Hetrick-Martin Institute | |
Becoming a sexually healthy adult is a key developmental task of adolescence. Achieving sexual health requires the integration of psychological, physical, societal, cultural, educational, economic, and spiritual factors.

Discussions about adolescent sexuality often are predicated on an adult perception of how “things should be;” rather than on an appreciation of the dynamics and goals of adolescent development and maturation.

Adolescence is the time when young people develop the knowledge, attitudes, and skills that become the foundation for psychologically healthy adulthood. Although it is beyond the scope of this document to fully elaborate on adolescent development, this chapter will give policy makers a basic introduction to adolescence.

Adolescence is a period characterized by rapid changes and the need to achieve many significant developmental tasks. Nevertheless, far from being a time of great conflict and distress, the majority of adolescents pass through adolescence successfully. Children who enter adolescence with the most social or psychological disadvantages are likely to experience the greatest difficulties. Indeed, it may be that the greatest barrier to healthy development is a lack of education and economic opportunities. (Peterson and Leffert, 1994)

While reading this section, it is important to remember that there is no such thing as an “average adolescent.” Individual adolescents vary widely in the pace of their development. For example, in any group of thirteen-year-olds, some might function as nine-year-olds, and some as sixteen-year-olds. There is also a high degree of variation within each adolescent: for example, a physically mature fifteen-year-old might function emotionally as a twelve-year-old in dealing with his parents, and yet cognitively as a late adolescent in dealing with math problems.

Adolescent growth and development—and adolescent sexuality—is not singular or stable. It is plural and dynamic. For most young people, adolescence does not entail an absolutely predictable, consistent set of developmental tasks, nor does it unfold in a singular, universal fashion. Adolescent sexuality emerges from cultural identities mediated by ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, class, and physical and emotional capacity. (Carrera, 1981; Irvine, 1994) Adolescent development is affected by parents, other family members, and other adults, as well as schools and the peer group.

**CONSENSUS STATEMENT: BACKGROUND**

**ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT**

**THE THREE STAGES OF ADOLESCENCE**

Developmental psychologists and health professionals have categorized adolescence into three developmental stages: early adolescence, middle adolescence, and late adolescence. These stages are key to understanding adolescents’ behavioral decisions and adolescent sexuality. TABLE I summarizes these stages.
EARLY ADOLESCENCE

The young adolescent experiences body changes more rapidly than at any time since infancy—secondary sexual characteristics begin to appear; growth accelerates; and physical changes require psychological and social adjustments on the part of the adolescent, family, and other adults. These young people are often concrete thinkers and therefore have difficulty projecting themselves into the future. This phenomenon is problematic when young people are asked to modify their behaviors and delay gratification to achieve a distant future goal. The young adolescent is beginning to separate from the family, but usually values parental guidance on important issues. Conflicts with parents usually peak at the height of these pubertal changes, yet only 15 percent of teenagers and their parents will experience a severe disruption in the parent-child relationship. (Peterson and Leffert, 1994) Peer norms, especially identification with a particular group or set of groups, assume increasing importance.

Experimenting with some sexual behaviors is common, but sexual intercourse of any kind is usually limited. Males may initiate intercourse during this stage, but most often delay regular sexual activity until middle or late adolescence. Adolescent girls are much less likely to begin sexual intercourse at this age. Of those who do, many are in relationships with much older men. (See Box on page 19.)

Young adolescents seek to develop a sense of identity, connection, power, and joy. For many adolescents from communities that do not support the development of personal identity in other ways, drugs and sexual experimentation may be a short cut to provide these feelings. Early sexual involvement is one way that disadvantaged youth may meet developmental needs for power, identity, connection, and pleasure. (Selverstone, 1989) Involvement in sexual behaviors may not be about sexual pleasure, but rather may reflect peer norms, boredom, conflicts with adults, low self-esteem, and poor ability to control impulsivity. (Durban, DiClemente, and Siegel, 1993)

MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE

Middle adolescence is the stage that most typifies the stereotype of “teenagers.” The transitions in this stage are so dramatic that they seem to occur overnight. The secondary sexual characteristics become fully established, and for girls, the growth rate decelerates. Abstract thought patterns begin to develop in significant proportions of middle adolescents.

Middle adolescents are sometimes described as feeling omniscient, omnipotent, and invincible. These feelings provide young people with the support to develop greater autonomy, but may also put them at risk. Although recent studies suggest that adolescents feel no more invincible than adults who are risk takers (Quadrel, et al, 1993), a sense of invincibility, coupled with a developing ability to predict consequences, allows some adolescents to participate in risk taking behaviors and believe that they cannot be harmed—for example, “I can drive a car...Hanging with a tough crowd made me feel cool...when I was with my homegirls, I felt like I was the coolest person on Earth.”

Evelyn, 18, CA
even though I have never taken a driving lesson”; “I can stop a bullet and not die”; “I can have unprotected sexual intercourse and not become pregnant or get HIV.”

As adolescents continue the process of separation from the family, they cling more tightly to the peer group that they defined for themselves in early adolescence. The peer group begins to define the rules of behavior. Parents’ values on longer term issues such as the importance of education and career preparation are generally stronger than peer values on the same issues. However, the desire to be accepted by the peer group often influences such issues as experimentation with drugs or sexual behaviors. By its acceptance or rejection, the peer group acts to affirm the adolescent’s selfimage.

Sexuality and sexual expression are of major importance in the lives of many middle adolescents. As they move through rapid developmental changes, adolescents at this stage often focus on themselves and assume others will equally focus on them. Many middle adolescents choose to show off their new bodies with revealing clothes such as miniskirts and muscle shirts. Although adults may define this as sexually provocative, this may be more the adult’s perception than the intent of the middle adolescent.

Middle adolescents often fall in love for the first time. Again, because they are self-centered, the love object may serve as a mirror and reflect characteristics that the teenager admires, rather than seeing an individual who is loved for him or herself. Sexual experimentation is common, and many adolescents first have intercourse in middle adolescence.

**LATE ADOLESCENCE**

Teenagers in this stage are most explicitly moving toward adult roles and responsibilities. Some are beginning fulltime jobs; others are beginning families. Many are preparing for these adult roles. The late adolescent completes the process of physical maturation. Many achieve the ability to understand abstract concepts, and they become more aware of their limitations and how their past will affect their future. They understand the consequences of their actions and behaviors, and they grapple with the complexities of identity, values, and ethical principles. Within the family, they move to a more adult relationship with their parents. The peer group recedes in importance as a determinant of behavior, and sexuality may become closely tied to commitment and planning for the future.
# TABLE 1: HIGHLIGHTS OF ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT STAGES

## EARLY ADOLESCENCE
- **Females ages 9–13**
- **Males ages 11–15**
  - Puberty as hallmark
  - Adjusting to pubertal changes such as secondary sexual characteristics
  - Concern with body image
  - Beginning of separation from family, increased parent-child conflict
  - Presence of social group cliques
  - Identification in reputation-based groups
  - Concentration on relationships with peers
  - Concrete thinking but beginning of exploration of new ability to abstract

## MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE
- **Females ages 13–16**
- **Males ages 14–17**
  - Increased independence from family
  - Increased importance of peer group
  - Experimentation with relationships and sexual behaviors
  - Increased abstract thinking ability

## LATE ADOLESCENCE
- **Females ages 16 and older**
- **Males ages 17 and older**
  - Anatomy nearly secured
  - Body image and gender role identification nearly secured
  - Empathic Relationships
  - Attainment of abstract thinking
  - Defining of adult roles
  - Transition to adult roles
  - Greater intimacy skills
  - Sexual orientation nearly secured
DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS

Developmental psychologists have identified six key developmental tasks for adolescents. The Commission affirms that becoming a sexually healthy adult is embedded in these key developmental tasks. The six key tasks are:

Physical and Sexual Maturation: Adolescents mature biologically into adults, a process that occurs at an earlier chronological age than it did in the past.

Independence: Adolescents develop autonomy within the structure that gave them nurture and support during their childhood. This is usually the family, but may include some similar surrogate structure. The parentchild relationship is transformed during adolescence, as the young person develops autonomy while obtaining the skills to maintain satisfying relationships within the home and with others.

Conceptual Identity: Adolescents establish and place themselves within the religious, cultural, ethnic, moral, and political constructs of their environments.

Functional Identity: Adolescents begin to prepare themselves for adult roles in society. By identifying their competencies, they discover how they will support themselves and contribute to their own families and society.

Cognitive Development: Children and young adolescents are concrete thinkers and focus on real objects, present actions, and immediate benefits. They have difficulty projecting themselves into the future. During adolescence, young people will develop a greater ability to think abstractly, plan for their future, and understand the impact of their current actions on their future lives and other people.

Sexual Selfconcept: During adolescence, young people tend to experience their first adult-like erotic feelings, experiment with sexual behaviors, and develop a strong sense of their own gender identity and sexual orientation.

The pursuit of these developmental tasks answers three psychosocial questions that adolescents ask themselves: Am I normal? Am I competent? Am I lovable and loving? (Scales, 1991) Many adolescent behaviors can be attributed to the search for affirmative answers to these questions.

PHYSICAL AND SEXUAL MATURATION

Sexual maturation differs significantly among young men and young women. On average, young girls begin pubertal events one to two years before boys. The adolescent female completes the process of puberty in three to five years, whereas for males, the process takes four to six years.

Although it is beyond the scope of this document to provide indepth information about physical development, certain key points that relate to adolescent sexuality should be emphasized.
*Young people today are reaching sexual maturity at much younger ages than they did in the past. Today, most girls experience menarche (first menstruation) between 12-12.5 years of age. Records from family Bibles around the time of the American Revolution indicate an age of menarche of approximately 17 years. In 1860, the average age of menarche was somewhat more than 15 years in Europe and Northern America. During the past century, the age at menarche declined an average of three months per decade until 1960. Over the past three decades, the average age of menarche appears to have remained constant at 12-12.5, with slight ethnic and urban/rural differences in the United States. (Neinstein, 1991)

*Early pubertal development is associated with an increased likelihood for early experimentation with sexual behaviors, in particular intercourse. Girls and boys who mature early are more likely than others to have had sexual intercourse. (Chilman, 1990; Paikoff and Brooks-Gunn, 1991)

*The discrepancy between maturation among young women and young men is one factor that may contribute to some young women seeking partners older than themselves. This difference in age places young women at considerable risk for sexual exploitation. (See Box page 19)

*Adjusting to the biological changes of puberty is a major task of early adolescence, and society does not adequately prepare or support young people during these changes. A significant minority of young women do not receive education about menstruation before menarche, and few adult men can recall receiving information on pubertal maturation prior to their first ejaculation or nocturnal emission. Many adolescents are embarrassed by or ashamed of normal pubertal events. Sexual health for adolescents includes an ability to appreciate one’s own body and to view pubertal changes as normal. Achievement of these goals is dependent on parents’ and other trusted adults’ preparing young people in advance of pubertal events, as well as supporting them during this important transition.

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

During adolescence, young people develop a range of intellectual characteristics that increase the probability that they will be able to become sexually healthy adults. Ideally, this includes developing the ability to reason abstractly, to foresee consequences of actions, and to understand the social context of behaviors. Adolescents develop an increased ability to control impulsivity, to identify the future implications of their actions, and to obtain control of their future plans.

Decision-making abilities increase during adolescence. Conformity with one’s peers peaks in early adolescence. In middle adolescence, people develop the skills to strengthen the capacity for autonomous decision making. They begin to develop a better understanding of personal risks, possible consequences, and the need to obtain more information. (Peterson and Leffert, 1994)

“The future ain’t what it used to be.”

Teenage male, NY
Developmental age and general level of cognitive and emotional development may influence adolescent sexual decisions and contraceptive use. An adolescent’s degree of cognitive maturity may place limits on his or her ability to plan for sexual relationships, clearly articulate personal values, negotiate with a partner, and obtain contraception and condoms. Further, the adolescent’s ability to form empathetic relationships is dependent on “social cognition”; being able to see a situation from another person’s perspective is one aspect of cognitive development. Understanding one’s feelings and the feelings of others is central to emotional growth.

**SEXUAL SELFCONCEPT**

Sexual selfconcept, an individual’s evaluation of his or her sexual feelings and actions, develops during adolescence. Young people develop a stronger sense of gender identity. They understand and more clearly identify as men and women. An understanding of one’s sexual orientation also develops during adolescence: Young people become more aware of their sexual attractions and love interests, and adult-like erotic feelings emerge. Sexual experimentation is common among all groups of adolescents, as will be discussed in depth in the section “Adolescent Sexual Behavior in the 1990s.”

During adolescence, young people solidify their gender identification by observing the gender roles of their parents and other adults. Gender identification includes understanding that one is male or female and the roles, values, duties, and responsibilities of being a man or a woman. Most young people have a firm sense of their maleness or femaleness prior to adolescence, but in adolescence, clear identification with adult masculine and feminine models emerge. It is essential that adolescents have men and women in their environment who convey the values, behaviors, and attitudes of appropriate gender role models. By interacting with psychologically healthy adult men and women, adolescents learn who they are and how to behave in appropriate ways.

Gender role stereotypes impede both young men and young women in attaining sexual health. Young women may learn that “it is better to be cute and popular than smart,” “girls have few sexual feelings;” and “girls who carry condoms are bad.” Boys may learn that “real men are always ready for sex;” and that “guys should never act like girls.”

One study found that teenage males who agree with traditional cultural messages about masculinity are more likely than other young men to use condoms less consistently (or not at all), and to say that if they made a partner pregnant, they would feel like a “real man”; they are less likely to think men share the responsibility for preventing pregnancy. (Pleck, 1991)

It is important to note that although patterns of sexual involvement are increasingly similar for boys and girls, persistent gender stereotypes mean that young women still experience their sexual behaviors quite differently. (Thompson, 1990) In a 1994 poll, young women reported that they were more likely to regret their sexual experiences, more likely
to label the relationship “love,” less likely to report their sexual experiences as pleasurable, and more likely to bear the brunt of negative outcomes than their male counterparts. (Roper, 1994)

One’s sexual orientation often emerges in adolescence. In one study of students in grades 7-12, 88 percent of teenagers described themselves as predominantly heterosexual, 1 percent described themselves as bisexual or predominantly homosexual, and 11 percent were “unsure” of their sexual orientation. Uncertainty about sexual orientation diminished with chronological age; 26 percent of the twelve-year-olds were “unsure” compared with only 5 percent of the eighteen-year-olds. (Remafedi et al., 1992)

In retrospective studies, many gay and lesbian adults identify adolescence as a period of confusion about their sexual identity. Although a majority of adult gay men recall feeling different as children (Bell, Weinberg, and Hammersmith, 1981), most did not self-identify as gay until their late teenage years. Gay males begin to believe that they might be homosexual at an average age of seventeen years (Troiden, 1980); lesbians at an average of eighteen. Gay males act on their homosexual feelings at a mean age of fifteen years while lesbians report an average age at first genital sexual experience at twenty. (Bell, Weinberg, and Hammersmith, 1981)

“Coming out,” or sharing one’s sexual orientation with others, generally does not occur until adulthood.

“You expect men to be experienced, it’s like a given. We’re supposed to be these perfect little flowers and the idea of saving ourselves for our perfect little marriage is expected.”

Kelly, H.S. Senior, IN
The Commission identified the characteristics and behaviors of a sexually healthy adolescent in relationship to self, parents and other family members, peers, and romantic partners. Sexually healthy adolescents appreciate their bodies, take responsibility for their own behaviors, communicate effectively within their families, communicate effectively with both genders in appropriate and respectful ways, and express love and intimacy in a developmentally appropriate manner. Sexual health is not defined by which sexual behaviors a teenager has or has not engaged in. The Commission recognizes that the majority of attributes and behaviors relevant to self, peers, and partners also apply to a sexually healthy adult and, in many cases, represent an ideal to strive toward.

### SELF

**APPRECIATES OWN BODY**
- Understands pubertal change
- Views pubertal changes as normal
- Practices healthpromoting behaviors, such as abstinence from alcohol and other drugs and undergoing regular checkups.

**TAKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR OWN BEHAVIORS**
- Identifies own values
- Decides what is personally “right” and acts on these values
- Understands consequences of actions
- Understands that media messages can create unrealistic expectations related to sexuality and intimate relationships

**IS KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT SEXUALITY ISSUES**
- Is able to distinguish personal desires from that of the peer group
- Understands how alcohol and other drugs can impair decision making
- Recognizes behavior that may be selfdestructive and can seek help

### RELATIONSHIPS WITH PARENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS

**COMMUNICATES EFFECTIVELY WITH FAMILY ABOUT ISSUES, INCLUDING SEXUALITY**
- Maintains appropriate balance between family roles and responsibilities and growing need for independence
■ Is able to negotiate with family on boundaries
■ Respects rights of others
■ Demonstrates respect for adults

UNDERSTANDS AND SEEKS INFORMATION ABOUT PARENTS’ AND FAMILY’S VALUES, AND CONSIDERS THEM IN DEVELOPING ONE’S OWN VALUES
■ Asks questions of parents and other trusted adults about sexual issues
■ Can accept trusted adults’ guidance about sexuality issues
■ Tries to understand parental point of view

PEERS

INTERACTS WITH BOTH GENDERS IN APPROPRIATE AND RESPECTFUL WAYS
■ Communicates effectively with friends
■ Has friendships with males and females
■ Is able to form empathetic relationships
■ Is able to identify and avoid exploitative relationships
■ Understands and rejects sexually harassing behaviors
■ Respects others’ rights to privacy
■ Respects others’ confidences

ACTS ON ONE’S OWN VALUES AND BELIEFS WHEN THEY CONFLICT WITH PEERS
■ Understands pressures to be popular and accepted and makes decisions consistent with own values

ROMANTIC PARTNERS

EXpresses love and intimacy in developmentally appropriate ways
■ Believes that boys and girls have equal rights and responsibilities for love and sexual relationships
■ Communicates desire not to engage in sexual behaviors and accepts refusals to engage in sexual behaviors
■ Is able to distinguish love and sexual attraction
■ Seeks to understand and empathize with partner

Has the skills to evaluate readiness for mature sexual relationships
■ Talks with a partner about sexual behaviors before they occur
■ Is able to communicate and negotiate sexual limits
■ Differentiates between low- and high-risk sexual behaviors
■ Together with a partner, makes sexual decisions and plans behaviors
■ If having intercourse, protects self and partner from unintended pregnancy and diseases through effective use of contraception and condoms and other safer sex practices
■ Knows how to use and access the health care system, community agencies, religious institutions, and schools; and seeks advice, information, and services as needed

“I realize how important it is to take care of myself and think hard about the sexual choices I make.”

Teenage Female
Almost all American adolescents engage in some type of sexual behavior. Although policy debates have tended to focus on sexual intercourse and its negative consequences, young people explore dating, relationships, and intimacy from a much wider framework. The information below is presented to give policy makers an accurate picture of adolescent sexual behavior in the 1990s.

Throughout time, adults have viewed adolescent sexuality and the developmental tasks of youth as problematic. Over two thousand years ago, Socrates described youth as disrespectful of their elders: “They are also mannerless and fail to rise when their elders enter the room. They chatter before company, gobble up dainties at the table, cross their legs, and tyrannize over their teachers.”

Historically, young women and young men did not reach physical maturity until their middle teenage years. Marriage and other adult responsibilities followed puberty closely.

Today’s teenagers are different from young people of generations ago. They reach puberty earlier, have intercourse earlier, and marry later. Women and men who marry today do so three to four years later than young people did in the 1950s.

Sexual behavior is almost universal among American adolescents.

Consider these statistics:
- A majority of American teenagers date.
- 85 percent of American teenagers have had a boyfriend or girlfriend.
- 85-90 percent of American teenagers have kissed someone romantically.
- 79 percent have engaged in “deep kissing.” (Coles and Stokes, 1985; Roper, 1994)

The majority of adolescents move from kissing to other more intimate sexual behaviors during their teenage years.

- More than half of all teenagers have engaged in “petting behaviors.” By the age of fourteen, more than half of all boys have touched a girl’s breasts, and a quarter have touched a girl’s vulva. (Coles and Stokes, 1985)
- By the age of eighteen, more than three-quarters have engaged in heavy petting. (Roper, 1994)
- One-quarter to one-half of young people reporting experience with fellatio and/or cunnilingus. (Coles and Stokes, 1985; Newcomer and Udry, 1985)
- 2–5 percent of teenagers report some type of same-gender sexual experience. (Coles and Stokes, 1985; Remafedi, 1992; Roper, 1994)

Some data suggest that the progression from kissing to noncoital behaviors to intercourse differs among different groups of adolescents. While many teenagers move through a progression of intimate behaviors, lower-income teenagers are less likely to follow this progression, moving more rapidly from kissing directly to sexual intercourse. (Brooks-Gunn and Furstenberg, 1990)
MOST TEENAGERS WHO HAVE INTERCOURSE DO SO RESPONSIBLY.

More than 80 percent of Americans first have intercourse as teenagers. (AGI, 1994) More than half of women and almost three-quarters of men aged 15-19 have had sexual intercourse. However, despite the large numbers of young people who experiment with a variety of sexual behaviors, intercourse is generally less widespread and certainly less frequent than many teenagers and adults believe. The majority of teenagers use contraceptives as consistently and effectively as most adults.

Teenagers have always engaged in sexual behaviors. However, in the past, at least for teenage women, intercourse was reserved for engaged or married couples. When an out-of-wedlock pregnancy occurred, “shotgun” marriages were frequently the answer, or girls were sent away to stay with a relative until the baby was born and adopted. It may surprise readers to note that the birthrate for adolescents peaked in 1957.

In fact, the adolescent birthrate is significantly lower than it was forty years ago. In 1955, 90 out of every 1,000 15-19 year-old women gave birth; by 1992, that number had dropped to 61 in every 1,000. (Child Trends, 1995)

Nevertheless, in the last two decades, there has been a significant change in the numbers of young people who have had intercourse at young ages. At each age of adolescence, higher proportions of teenage men and women have had sexual intercourse today than had done so twenty years ago. (AGI, 1994)

Contraceptive use has also increased substantially during this time. In 1979, fewer than half of adolescents used a contraceptive at first intercourse (Zelnik and Shah, 1983; Forrest and Singh, 1990); in 1988, two-thirds did so. By 1990, that proportion had increased to more than 70 percent. (National Center for Health Statistics, 1995) Recent surveys suggest that as many as two-thirds of teenagers now use condoms; these proportions are two to three times higher than those reported in the 1970s. (CDC, 1992) However, in every survey, fewer than half of the teenagers who recently used condoms did so all of the time. (Cates, 1991)

Consider these additional facts:

- The majority of teenagers wait until middle and late adolescence to have intercourse. (AGI, 1994; CDC, 1992) (See Table II)
- In the United States, the average age at first intercourse is sixteen for males and seventeen for females. (AGI, 1994; CDC, 1994)
- The majority of teenagers report they do not feel peer or partner pressure to have intercourse. (Roper 1994; Smith 1988)
- The majority of teenagers who have intercourse do so with someone whom they love or seriously date. (Roper, 1994)
- Typically, teenage men and women who have sexual intercourse do so less than once a month. (AGI, 1994; Sonenstein, Pleck, and Icon, 1991)

“Teenagers are portrayed as sex maniacs, when in fact this isn’t true. Teens show just as much responsibility or lack of responsibility as adults.”

Juan, 17, NY
The majority of teenagers who have intercourse use contraception. Two-thirds of adolescents use a method the first time they have intercourse (AGI, 1994), and more than three-quarters do so on an ongoing basis. (AGI, 1994) Almost 60 percent used a condom at last intercourse. (CDC, 1994)

**TABLE II**

**PERCENTAGE OF TEENAGERS WHO HAVE HAD INTERCOURSE, BY AGE**

![Percentage of teenagers who have had intercourse, by age](chart1.png)

Source: The Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1994

**PERCENTAGE OF TEENAGERS WHO HAVE HAD INTERCOURSE, BY GRADE**

![Percentage of teenagers who have had intercourse, by grade](chart2.png)

Source: CDC, 1992

FOR SOME ADOLESCENTS, PARTICULARLY THE YOUNGEST, INTERCOURSE IS DEVELOPMENTALLY DISADVANTAGEOUS.

The Commission affirms that for many adolescents, sexual involvement is pleasurable, safe, and normative. However, for a significant minority of young people, these behaviors can be quite risky and dangerous. In particular, young adolescents who become involved in sexual behaviors prematurely face a host of risks.

Although intercourse is relatively rare for young adolescents, in some population groups, it is quite common. According to a national youth poll, in 1990, 20 percent of females and 34 percent of males have intercourse before they are fifteen. (CDC, 1992)

The Commission believes that intercourse is developmentally disadvantageous for young adolescents as they do not have the cognitive or emotional maturity for involvement in intimate sexual behaviors, especially intercourse. The Commission had a lively debate about whether to recommend a minimum chronological age for intercourse. The Commission agreed by consensus that developmental age and readiness, as well as relationship context, are more important than chronological age.
Consider these facts:

- Teenage sexual behavior, particularly among the youngest teenagers, is often not voluntary, and young people who have been sexually abused often experience delays in cognitive, social, emotional, and psychological development. Further, compared with other adolescents, they have first voluntary intercourse at younger ages, a larger number of partners, and a greater likelihood of adolescent pregnancy and childbearing. (Boyer and Fine, 1992)

- Teenage women have male sexual partners on an average three years older than they are. The National Center for Health Statistics reports that in almost 70 percent of births to teenage girls, the fathers were aged 20 or older. (National Center for Health Statistics, 1991). A California study found that the younger the mother, the greater the partner age gap. Among mothers aged 11 and 12, the fathers’ age averaged nearly 10 years older. (California Vital Statistics Section, 1992)

- The earlier a teenager begins having intercourse, the more partners she or he is likely to have. Young people whose first intercourse occurred before age thirteen are nine times more likely to report three or more partners than those adolescents whose first sexual intercourse was at fifteen or sixteen. (CDC, 1992). Among fifteen to twenty-four year-olds who had initiated intercourse before age eighteen, 75 percent report having two or more partners, and 45 percent report having had four or more partners. (MMWR, 1992).

SEXUAL ABUSE

Not all adolescent sexual behavior is voluntary. Sexual assault is not uncommon among adolescents. Six percent of boys and fifteen percent of girls are sexually assaulted prior to their sixteenth birthday. In a study of teenage girls in foster care, 43 percent reported experiencing some type of sexual abuse. One in six reported that they had been forced to have intercourse with an adult. One-third of the young women had been sexually abused before their tenth birthday. (Polit, et al., 1990). Ten thousand young women under age eighteen were raped in 1992. (Child Welfare League, 1994). In fact, one-quarter of rapes are to women 11-17 years of age. (National Victims Center and Crime Victims Research and Treatment Center, 1992). Nearly three-quarters of young women who had intercourse before age fourteen report having had intercourse involuntarily. (AGI, 1994; Child Welfare League of American, 1994)

A disproportionate number of young women who become pregnant during adolescence are victims of childhood sexual abuse. In one study of teenagers who were pregnant parents, 70 percent of whites, 42 percent of the African-Americans, and 37 percent of Hispanics had been sexually abused as a child. (Boyer and Fine, 1992). In another study, 64 percent of parenting and pregnant teens reported that they had had at least one unwanted sexual experience. (Child Welfare League of America, 1994).

Gay, lesbian, and bisexual teenagers face an additional form of abuse related to their sexuality. A study in New York City found that of lesbian, gay and bisexual teenagers reporting an assault, almost half reported the assault was related to their sexual orientation, and for almost two-thirds, the assault happened within their families. (Hunter, 1990).

“People are talking to us after it's already too late.”

Melissa, 14, IN
ABSTINENCE AND SEXUAL INTERCOURSE

The Commission believes that too much of the public policy debate about adolescent sexuality has focused on whether adolescents should abstain from sexual behaviors, particularly intercourse, or whether contraception and condoms should be available. Some sexually healthy adolescents abstain from intercourse, some sexually healthy adolescents have intercourse.

The Commission affirms the following:

Society should encourage adolescents to delay sexual behaviors until they are ready physically, cognitively, and emotionally for mature sexual relationships and their consequences. This support should include education about intimacy; sexual limit setting; resisting social media; peer, and partner pressure; benefits of abstinence from intercourse; and pregnancy and STD prevention.

The Commission urges all adult sectors of society (parents, schools, religious institutions, community youth programs, media and government) to give adolescents consistent and age-appropriate messages about abstinence.

All messages should clearly communicate to teenagers that abstinence from sexual intercourse is the most effective method of preventing pregnancies and sexual transmitted diseases. The Commission affirms that delaying first intercourse until late adolescence is likely to result in lower rates of pregnancy, STDs, and childbearing.

The Commission opposes education programs that are designed to provoke fear and shame in adolescents about sexuality in order to enforce abstinence from all sexual behaviors. The Commission believes that young adolescents in particular need clear messages on the benefits of abstinence, but that programs must also address the likelihood that many young people will have intimate sexual relationships.

The Commission recommends that messages about abstinence include the following:

- Young adolescents are not mature enough for a sexual relationship that includes intercourse.
- Most young adolescents do not have intercourse.
- Teenagers who date need to discuss sexual limits with their romantic partner.
- People need to respect the sexual limits set by their partners.
- There are many ways to give and receive sexual pleasure and not have intercourse.
- Teenagers considering sexual intercourse should talk to a parent or other trusted adult.
- Most adults believe teenagers should not have sexual intercourse.
- Many religions believe that sexual intercourse should occur only in marriage.
- Abstinence from intercourse has benefits for teenagers.

The Commission recommends that messages about abstinence for older adolescents also include the following:

- Many teenagers in the United States have had sexual intercourse and many have not.
Sexual intercourse is not a way to achieve adulthood.

People in romantic relationships can express their sexual feelings without engaging in sexual intercourse.

Many adults experience periods of abstinence.

The Commission also affirms the following:

Society must also recognize that a majority of adolescents will become involved in sexual relationships during their teenage years. Adolescents should receive support and education for developing the skills to evaluate their readiness for mature sexual relationships. Responsible adolescent intimate relationships, like those of adults, should be based on shared personal values, and should be consensual, non-exploitative, honest, pleasurable, and protected against unintended pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases, if any type of intercourse occurs.

The Commission adapted the following checklist to help young people assess their readiness for mature sexual relationships. (Winship, 1983).

The check list may be helpful for adolescents and adults to evaluate if they are ready for a mature sexual relationship with a partner. Ideally, these criteria would be met before a young person or an adult engages in intimate sexual behaviors, including any type of intercourse.

### READINESS FOR MATURE SEXUAL RELATIONSHIPS

#### PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Each individual is:

- Physically mature
- Patient and understanding
- Knowledgeable about sexuality and sexual response
- Empathetic and able to be vulnerable
- Committed to preventing unintended pregnancies and STDs
- Able to handle responsibility for positive consequences
- Able to handle responsibility for potential negative consequences
- Honestly approving the behavior

#### RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

- The relationship is committed, mutually kind, and understanding.
- Partners trust and admire each other.
- Partners have experienced and found pleasure in non-penetrative behaviors.
- Partners have talked about sexual behaviors before they occur.
- Motivation for sexual relationship is pleasure and intimacy.
- The setting for sexual relationship is safe and comfortable.

“They have questions. They need to have those questions answered honestly and directly, no with, “Wait until you’re married kid.”

Meghan, H.S., IN
AN INTERNATIONAL COMPARISON

Young people around the world experiment with sexual behaviors. Young people in Northern European countries and the United States have similar ages at first intercourse, but Northern European teenagers have much lower pregnancy and STD rates. European countries tend to be more open about sexuality, and their official governmental policies focus on reducing unprotected intercourse, rather than reducing sexual behaviors. There is a greater availability of sexual information and reproductive health services for teenagers.

The United States has one of the highest adolescent birthrates in the world. Teenagers in Sweden, the Netherlands, Canada, Great Britain, France, and the United States experience similar levels of sexual intercourse, but teenagers in other countries are much more successful at avoiding sexual morbidities. For example, Sweden has one-third and the Netherlands has one-sixth the U.S. rate of teenage pregnancies, despite similar levels of teenage sexual intercourse. A 1985 study of thirty-seven industrialized countries found that a major reason for the difference is that European teenagers use contraception effectively. (Jones, et al., 1988).

According to the study’s authors:

- Teenagers in these countries are not too immature to use contraceptives consistently and effectively.
- Teenage pregnancy rates are lower in countries where there is greater availability of confidential contraceptive services and comprehensive sexuality education. (Jones, et al., 1988).
Many adults have difficulty acknowledging teenagers’ emerging sexuality. Adults’ denial and disapproval of teenage sexual behavior may actually increase teenagers’ risk of pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. The majority of adults disapprove of teenagers having intimate sexual relationships, and adolescents often perceive this disapproval. Many teenagers are willing to risk pregnancy and disease rather than damage their “reputation” with their parents or experience the disapproval of adults with whom they must interact to obtain contraceptives and condoms.

The Commission urges policy makers to remember that adolescents grow up in families and communities, and that these communities must be involved in promoting adolescent sexual health. The Commission affirms that all sectors of the community—parents, families, schools, community agencies, religious institutions, media, businesses, health care providers, and government at all levels—have important roles to play.

Parents

Parents are the primary sexuality educators of their children. They educate both by what they say and by how they behave. It is important to begin deliberate education at the earliest childhood level; however, adolescence poses new challenges for many parents. In homes where there is open communication about contraception and sexuality, young people often behave more responsibly. At a minimum, such communication may help young people accept their own sexual feelings and actions.

With open communication, young people are more likely to turn to their parents in times of trouble, without it, they will not. (Blum, Resnick, and Stark, 1987).

Many parents have difficulty communicating with their children about sexuality. Parents must receive education about sexuality and how to provide this education and information to their children.

Individual adults, especially parents and other trusted adult family members, can play an important role in encouraging adolescent sexual health. Adults can assure that young people have access to accurate information and education about sexuality issues by direct communication and by providing books, pamphlets, and videos. Adults need to foster responsible sexual decision-making skills and need to model healthy sexual attitudes and responsible behaviors in their own lives.

The Commission believes that parents and families can play a major role in ensuring adolescent sexual health. The Commission developed the following list of behaviors that often characterize the parents of a sexually healthy adolescent.

These parents:

- Demonstrate value, respect, acceptance, and trust in their adolescent children
- Model sexually healthy attitudes in their own relationships
- Maintain nonpunitive stance toward sexuality
- Are knowledgeable about sexuality
- Discuss sexuality with their children
- Provide information on sexuality to their children
- Seek appropriate guidance and information as needed

“I think our parents are trying to do a better job than their parents did when it comes to talking to their children.”

H.S. Student, CO
Try to understand their adolescent’s point of view
Help adolescents gain understanding of values
Set and maintain limits for dating and other activities outside of school
Stay actively involved in the young person’s life
Ask questions about friends and romantic partners
Provide a supportive and safe environment for their children
Offer to assist adolescents in accessing health care services
Help them plan for their future

The Commission affirms that children and youth need age-appropriate comprehensive sexuality education. Further, the Commission recognized that schools are only one site for sexuality education. Community agencies, religious institutions and youth serving organizations should develop sexuality education programs that are appropriate for their settings. In addition, education programs should be available for parents of children and adolescents to help them provide sexuality education within their homes.

The primary goal of sexuality education is the promotion of sexual health. Comprehensive sexuality education seeks to assist children in understanding a positive view of sexuality, to provide them with information and skills about taking care of their sexual health, and to help them acquire skills to make decisions now and in the future. A comprehensive sexuality education program includes information as well as an opportunity to explore attitudes and develop skills in such areas as human development, relationships, personal skills, sexual behavior, sexual health, and society and culture. (National Guidelines Task Force, 1991)

The characteristics of effective comprehensive sexuality education programs include the following:
- Are experimental and skill-based;
- Are taught by well-trained teachers and leaders;
- Discuss controversial issues;
- Provide multiple sessions through multiple mediums;
- Are relevant to all teenagers, regardless of sexual orientation;
- Are culturally specific and sensitive;
- Are linguistically appropriate;
- Discuss social influences and pressures;
- Reinforce values and group norms against unprotected sexual behaviors;
- Provide age and experience appropriate messages and lessons;
- Teach skill-building, including refusal skills;
- Are integrated within comprehensive health education; and
- Use peer counseling and peer support when appropriate.

The Commission affirms the need for health providers, health care organizations, and communities to provide young people with affordable, sensitive,
and confidential sexual and reproductive health care services. This includes mental health counseling; support services for gay and lesbian youth; family planning; abortion; STD screening; diagnosis, and treatment; and prenatal care.

School-based and school-linked programs, special adolescent health care services, and private practitioners all have special roles to play in reaching adolescents with these important services. It is also important that there be formal linkages between health care delivery and education programs.

The characteristics of effective health and medical programs for adolescents include the following:

- All staff have both an interest and special training in working with adolescents.
- The operating hours and location are convenient for teenagers.
- The physical space is inviting to adolescents.
- Counseling is a routine part of each visit.
- Confidentiality is assured.
- Parental involvement is encouraged.
- The staff include the teen’s family when appropriate and negotiate the balance between confidentiality and adult support and involvement.
- The approach is multidisciplinary.
- There is a focus on sexuality and sexual health.
- Services are affordable to teenagers.
- Youth are involved in designing and implementing the program.
- Continuity from pediatric care to adult care is assured.
- Bilingual and bicultural staff are available, as needed.

**COMMUNITY PROGRAMS**

Community youth-serving programs can play a major role in ensuring adolescent sexual health. The Commission urges such programs—including girls’ and boys’ clubs, scouts, sports organizations, public libraries, recreation departments, after-school programs, worksites, camps, juvenile justice centers, job training programs, and religious organizations—to develop sexuality education programs as well as a variety of opportunities to provide young people with education and employment opportunities. (Carnegie Corporation of New York, 1992)

Community programs should work together to give young people a consistent set of messages regarding community values about such issues as sexual behaviors, responsibility, and future planning. Programs should reinforce each other.

The characteristics of effective community programs include the following:

- They are accessible to young people.
- The setting is safe and inviting.
- The program offers adolescents opportunities to contribute to the community and feel competent.
- Mentoring programs are featured.
- Staff integrate sexuality information and referrals into other youth development programs.
- They offer an opportunity to develop relationships with both genders.

“Not everybody has parents they can talk to. Where are those kids suppose to go? You’ve got to think about everybody.”

*Nicole, H.S. Senior, WI*
They are run by well-trained leaders.
They have an established referral network for health care services.
They encourage family involvement.
They are culturally specific and sensitive, and linguistically appropriate.

MASS MEDIA

The Commission recognizes that the mass media have become a major source of young people’s information about sexuality. The Commission urges those who work in the mass media to exercise their influence by providing accurate information and modeling responsible behaviors. The communication of accurate information adds realism and helps adolescents gain insights into their own sexuality, and to make more responsible decisions about their behavior.

The Commission strongly encourages writers, producers, programming executives, reporters, and others to incorporate the following into their work whenever possible:

- Provide diverse and positive views of a range of body images and eliminate stereotypes about sexuality and sexual behaviors; for example, eliminating the ideas that only beautiful people have sexual relationships or that all adolescents have intercourse.
- When describing or portraying a sexual encounter, include steps that should be taken such as using a condom to prevent unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases. Recognize and show that the majority of sexual encounters are planned events, not spur-of-the-moment responses to the heat of passion. Model communication about an upcoming sexual encounter. If the sexual encounter includes unprotected intercourse, portray or refer to the possible short- and long-term negative consequences.
- Although the Commission recognizes the need for dramatic tension and conflict in some relationships, and for the accurate portrayal of stressful relationships when they exist, typical interactions between men and women or boys and girls should be respect and non-exploitative.

- When possible and appropriate, include information about or the portrayals of effective parent-child communication about sexuality and relationships.
- Lift barriers to contraceptive and condom product advertising.
- When feasible, promote responsible adolescent behavior by using teenage idols to model appropriate actions, highlighting youth success stories, and involving articulate youth spokespersons.
- When possible and appropriate, provide ways for young people to obtain additional information about sexuality and related issues, such as by listing addresses and telephone numbers of appropriate public health organizations and support groups.
The National Commission on Adolescent Sexual Health urges policy makers to:

1. For public policies consistent with research about adolescent development, adolescent sexuality, and program effectiveness.

2. Support parents and families as integral members of efforts to improve adolescent sexual health, while recognizing that adolescents are developing greater autonomy.

3. Recognize that sexual development is an essential part of adolescence and that the majority of adolescents engage in sexual behaviors as part of their overall development.

4. Facilitate optimal adolescent development by ensuring high-quality education and employment opportunities for all young people.

5. Support comprehensive sexuality education, which includes human development, relationships, personal skills, sexual behavior, sexual health, and sexuality and culture.

6. Provide a full range of confidential sexual and reproductive health services tailored for the adolescent.

7. Encourage cultural messages that support adolescent and adult sexual health and responsible sexual relationships.

8. Support research on adolescent sexuality and sexual behaviors.

9. Provide funding for coordinated and integrated adolescent programs.

10. Respond to the diverse sexual health needs of adolescents, including addressing the needs of disenfranchised, disabled, and gay and lesbian adolescents.

11. Involve youth in program planning and implementation.

12. Value and respect adolescents.
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